How to Talk about Sexuality
When it comes to conversation about sexuality, we often avoid discussion, or even questions. As young people, we often find that conversations about sex with adults or older people we trust tend to be anything between embarrassing and horribly negative experiences.

But the thing is, avoiding conversation on sex and sexuality does not stop young people from talking about it, and it does not make us any less curious! It makes us MORE susceptible to damaging misinformation! We sometimes wish these conversations went a little differently.
MA, SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH MY LAPTOP. WHAT DOES ‘PORN’ MEAN?

MEIN YEH SUNNE SE PEHLE MAR KYUN Nahi Gayi?

ER...WELL, THEY'RE PICTURES, SOMETIMES, VIDEOS THAT SHOW PEOPLE IN PHYSICAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH EACH OTHER. JUST SO YOU KNOW—THEY'RE PURELY FICTIONAL! BUT I'M GLAD YOU ASKED.

THANKS MA!

IT'S AWESOME THAT MY MUM GAVE ME GOOD INFORMATION AND DIDN'T SCARE ME AWAY OR MAKE ME FEEL BAD. SHE CREATED A SAFE SPACE TO ASK AWKWARD QUESTIONS!
SIR I KNOW THIS IS NOT IN OUR TEXTBOOK BUT WHAT DOES INTERSEX MEAN?

They're um... hermaphrodite... but this isn't in your syllabus. You don't need to know!

People whose external or internal reproductive organs, chromosomes and/or hormones don't fit the definition of 'typical' male or female sex organs. Sadly, they face a lot of discrimination but continue to fight for their dignity!

Expanding my worldview & making me a more respectful human? WOW!
DID, CAN YOU TELL ME A LITTLE BIT ABOUT CONDOMS - ASHWIN AND I ARE PLANNING TO... YOU KNOW...?

DID, CAN YOU TELL ME A LITTLE BIT ABOUT CONDOMS - ASHWIN AND I ARE PLANNING TO... YOU KNOW...?

ER...OKAY, SO...PEOPLE USE CONDOMS TO STOP PREGNANCIES OR SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS, BUT ARE YOU SURE ABOUT THIS? I HOPE ASHWIN MAKES YOU COMFORTABLE AND IS RESPECTFUL OF YOU!

YES! AND YES!

THANKYOUUU YOU'RE THE BEST!!
Dude I heard my brother say that when girls have their period, they wear diapers and constantly scream and shout because they’re angry & moody!

You two! Out!

Maybe she’s on her period too!

Oh I heard my dad say it’s an excuse for women to take holidays from work.

Dude I heard my brother say that when girls have their period, they wear diapers and constantly scream and shout because they’re angry & moody!

Really? That sounds like a misogynistic oversimplification of what actually happens! My parents told me that when girls have their period it’s because the uterus is shedding its lining from the vagina. My mum also said it hurts a lot sometimes and it can make her moody.

I think I’d be a little irritated too, if I bled for a couple of days every month!
The way such questions are dealt with shapes the world view of young people. By avoiding these discussions and reprimanding young people for asking these questions, it becomes harder to talk about these subjects and even creates feelings of guilt, shame and self doubt in every one of us.

But, by positively addressing our curiosities, you can normalize the conversation around sexuality, encourage us to think critically about these issues, and have healthy discussions with our peers. You can help us become conscious, sensitive individuals who can contribute to shaping a more open and inclusive society.
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